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Abstract: The characterisation of the seismic vulnerability of historical constructions represents a
complex problem in which the typological variability, the difficulty of performing reliable large-scale
assessments and dealing with a large database all play a role. Nevertheless, reducing the uncertainty
regarding the structural vulnerability of the existing building stock (mostly for small and/or isolated
human settlements) is key for risk assessment and management. The present work proposes a novel
approach based on the integration of a series of open-source tools for assembling a vulnerability-
oriented database that is linked to a series of external services for increasing its capabilities. The
database was implemented in a Geographical Information System (GIS) environment and contains
the survey of a seismic vulnerability index for masonry constructions based on an adapted version of
the GNDT-II approach. A customised Python-based software for reading, managing and editing the
database is herein presented. This program allows the execution of the most typical operations with
no assistance from the GIS environment, facilitating user interaction. Furthermore, the calculations
regarding the vulnerability index and levels of damage have been implemented in this program.
Alternatives for distributing the database are implemented and discussed, such as cloud-based
distribution and the use of the Transactional Web Feature Service (WFS-T) protocol for its virtual
publishing. The entire framework herein presented is a replicable and feasible workflow that can be
set even with reduced infrastructure, allowing a progressive enlargement.

Keywords: geographical information system (GIS); python; risk analysis; seismic vulnerability;
vulnerability index method; GNDS-II; WFS-T; historical constructions; seismic risk

1. Introduction

This work contains and expands the findings presented at the 10th ReUSO Documen-
tation, Restoration and Reuse of Heritage Congress (Porto, Portugal, 2022) [1].

The characterisation of the seismic vulnerability of large groups of buildings is a chal-
lenging task in which material and human resources must be optimised to obtain reliable
information in a reasonable amount of time. Despite several simplified approaches that
have been found suitable for assessing the seismic vulnerability of historical constructions,
many of them require a customised approach regarding structural surveying instead of
applying more generalised characterisations. For example, the analysis of mechanisms
of collapse [2] requires detailed knowledge of the structure, the retrofitting and strength-
ening actions. This approach may not be suitable for obtaining information from large
sets of constructions in which access is not always granted. The use of numerical models
(e.g., BIM, HBIM and FMA models) is suitable when the mechanical characterisation of the
components and materials is reasonably well defined [3,4]. Nevertheless, these approaches
can be found limited when such characterisation is not reliable or available. Some other
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simplified approaches are centred on offering a partial assessment of the buildings, such
as the mechanical characterisation of the structural elements. A relevant method in this
context is that of the Masonry Quality Index (MQI), which allows a fairly good estimation
of the mechanical properties of masonry walls based on a series of features related to the
constitution, arrangement and quality of the masonry fabrics well as the components of the
system [5]. Despite their utility, these strategies may not represent the overall behaviour or
vulnerability of the structure. Therefore, for achieving a more representative assessment it
becomes necessary to perform both comprehensive and straightforward survey strategies
that can allow recognising a structure based on a limited (and desirable standardised) set
of paramount building features.

This condition is compatible with the implementation of simplified and often para-
metric approaches, namely based on the material and geometrical properties of structures.
These strategies, widely discussed by Nurullah et al. [6], are relatively easy to implement
if such characterisation is based on classifying features (i.e., categorising features within
a limited range or a discrete number of classes) instead of performing customised sur-
veys. However, it is still common to perform data-acquisition campaigns based on paper
datasheets that are later transferred and managed on informatics platforms. Some examples
of this approach are given in the Rapid Seismic Vulnerability Assessment developed by
Nanda et al. [7], the survey form for masonry buildings of Guiliani [8], the model of the
Bihar State Disaster Management Authority (India) [9] or the CARTIS datasheet for the ty-
pological characterisation towards seismic risk [10]. There are territorial-scale applications
that have used similar approaches for assessing other types of vulnerabilities, such as the
implementation performed by Salvati et al. [11] for assessing geo-hydrological hazards.

This approach has several advantages because of the relatively small amount of re-
sources that are needed but can become problematic when applied to large-scale samples,
such as urban-scale sets of constructions. Furthermore, these problems can be increased
when dealing with emergencies, such as post-seismic data acquisition. In this context, the
optimisation of these campaigns by using computational resources is a promising alterna-
tive. Some relevant examples in this sense are devoted to the automatic characterisation
of external features by using machine-learning methods (such as the Vulnerability Anal-
ysis and Machine Learning—VULMA—developed by Ruggieri et al. [12]), or the design
of damage functions based on typological categorisations, such as the one designed by
Rosti et al. [13].

The use of digital tools for minimising the bridge between the on-field campaigns and
outcomes obtention is still an open field in which a feasible and straightforward workflow
could become a valuable resource for implementing large-scale seismic vulnerability as-
sessments even for settlements in which human, computational and material resources are
limited. This situation is common in many countries in which masonry buildings are still
predominant for satisfying housing needs (e.g., in the Mediterranean region, the Middle
East and Latin America) [14].

Even within the same country, the capacity for assessing building stock after strong
seismic events can be very asymmetrical, with notorious differences between big and rela-
tively small human settlements. The 2017 Earthquakes in Mexico are particular examples
of how the structural reconnaissance and needed survey almost immediately reached the
capital and the surrounding areas [15,16], while the information regarding the survey and
number of damaged structures was much slower in smaller (often isolated) regions [17].
This fact invites us to consider how these large-scale assessment approaches can become
standardised civil protection procedures for enhancing emergency response and resource
management. Despite this work presenting an implementation based on a proactive survey
(i.e., for assessing the seismic vulnerability of historical constructions), it becomes important
to consider that it can be implemented for performing reactive post-event data acquisition
surveys. An easy-to-apply workflow is herein presented, emphasising the suitability and
convenience of being implemented with open-source and free tools, facilitating its adoption
and replication.
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2. The Vulnerability Index-Based Methodology for Assessing the Seismic
Vulnerability of Masonry Buildings

Gavarini [18] states that « . . . the seismic vulnerability of a building is a quantity asso-
ciated with its ‘weakness’ in front of earthquakes of a given intensity so that the value of
this quantity and the knowledge of seismic hazard allow to evaluate the expected damages
from future earthquakes». Determining how to measure this “weakness”, however, is the
object of numerous approaches with different levels of complexity and accuracy [19]. This
problem becomes even more complex when dealing with masonry structures, in which the
vast variety of materials, typologies and heterogeneity of solutions create difficulty in the
adoption of generalised assumptions [20]. Furthermore, the study of ancient structures
adds a significatively large number of uncertainty sources, mostly related to the state of
conservation, the presence of different constructive stages and long-term soil-structure in-
teractions.

When dealing with large samples of constructions (e.g., in the context of a Historic
Urban Landscape [21]), it is convenient to use simplified standardised approaches for
certain typologies. In the case of masonry constructions, the GNDT-II method has been
widely used, calibrated and adapted. The original proposal [22] considered ten parameters
that rule the seismic behaviour of unreinforced masonry buildings. Subsequent calibrations
led to the inclusion of additional evaluation parameters keeping, however, the original
rationale—each parameter is evaluated through four vulnerability classes corresponding
to increasing levels of vulnerability, which are then associated with weights whose value
represents the relative significance of that parameter for the global seismic vulnerability
of the building [23]. These parameters comprise a series of qualitative and quantitative
descriptors, such as geometrical and material features of the constructions. It is convenient
to recall, however, that some of these parameters are meant to be categorised according to
expert decisions and may be subjected to some subjective judgements.

The descriptive model used for this workflow (from here named Vulnerability Index-
based Methodology or “VIM”) is the calibration used for the city of Atlixco (Puebla, México)
of Ramírez Eudave and Ferreira [16], with a total of 14 parameters (Table 1).

Table 1. Parameters for the VIM approach according to Ramirez Eudave and Ferreira [16].

Parameters Class (Cvi) Weight (pi) Relative Weight

A B C D

Group 1. Structural building system 50/100
BP1. Type of resisting system 0 5 20 50 2.50 16.67
BP2. Quality of the resisting system 0 5 20 50 2.50 16.67
BP3. Conventional strength 0 5 20 50 1.00 6.67
BP4. Maximum distance between walls 0 5 20 50 0.50 3.33
BP5. Number of floors 0 5 20 50 0.50 3.33
BP6. Location and soil conditions 0 5 20 50 0.50 3.33
Group 2. Irregularities and interaction 20/100
BP7. Aggregate position and interaction 0 5 20 50 1.50 10.0
BP8. Plan configuration 0 5 20 50 0.50 0.33
BP9. Height regularity 0 5 20 50 0.50 0.33
BP10. Wall façade openings and
alignment 0 5 20 50 0.50 0.33

Group 3. Floor slabs and roofs 18/100
BP11. Horizontal diaphragms 0 5 20 50 0.75 4.91
BP12. Roofing system 0 5 20 50 2.00 13.09
Group 4. Conservation status and other
elements 12/100

BP13. Fragilities and conservation status 0 5 20 50 1.00 6.86
BP14. Non-structural elements 0 5 20 50 0.75 5.14
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This methodology allows calculating a vulnerability index (Equation (1)), which, for
ease of use, is usually normalised to range from 0 to 100 (Equation (2)). This normalised
value can be subsequently used to calculate the vulnerability value V (Equation (3)), which,
in turn, together with the ductility of the structure (Q) and the macroseismic intensity
IEMS-98 allows for the estimation of a mean damage grade, µD, as per Equation (4), consid-
ering an adjustment for seismic intensities lower than 7 (Equation (5)). Equations (1)–(5)
have been adopted from the experience reported by Ramírez Eudave and Ferreira (2021b).

I∗v f =
14

∑
i=1

Cvi × pi (1)

Iv =
I∗v × 100

750
(2)

V = 0.592 + 0.0057× Iv (3)

µD = 2.5 +
[

3× tanh
(

IEMS−98 + 6.25×V − 12.7
Q

)]
× f (V, I); 0 ≤ µD ≤ 5 (4)

f (V, I) =

{
e

V
(2×I−7)

1
I ≤ 7
I > 7

(5)

The mean damage grade µD is especially significative for establishing a correlation be-
tween the macroscopic evidence of damage (based on the presence of cracks, deformations,
detachments, etc) and the numeric levels of damage, having comparative (yet relatively
subjective) thresholds. A practical systematisation of this methodology is relevant for per-
forming urban-scale assessments and would desirably include the parameters’ acquisition,
the data treatment for calculating the vulnerability index and damage grades in the context
of a certain seismic event.

3. Geodatabases for Managing the GNDT-II Survey

Using geodatabases is an efficient way of systematising the information related to
vulnerability index-based approaches [24]. These environments facilitate the association
of multiple types of data on georeferenced entities (points, lines, polygons, etc.). Hence,
these environments are very suitable for capturing, managing and displaying vulnerability-
related surveys and outputs. The use of GIS is also very compatible with some other
risk-related applications, such as seismic intensity maps and social vulnerability layers of
information, becoming an enlargeable and robust base for developments.

A very common free and open-source software for this purpose is QGIS [25]. This
project of the OSGeo Foundation is widely known and used for different purposes, in-
cluding research. Given its popularity, there is a continuous development of plug-ins and
enhancements from independent actors, facilitating a flexible and customisable use of this
tool. The high interoperability between QGIS and some commercial software is favoured
by the use of open (non-proprietary) standards for data format, such as the GeoPackage
(GPKG) format (developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium—OGC).

QGIS data organisation depends on managing several layers with geographical and
geometrical entities in which every instance is related to several attributes with numeric,
alphanumerical, Boolean or other types of data (Figure 1). This attribute table can contain
all the fields needed for performing the VIM approach in direct association with the spatial
location of the construction. The setup and replicability of these (and other) customised
attribute tables can be guaranteed by developing them by the means of Python-based
scripts, that are easily run on a devoted console. These scripts facilitate setting the name of
the variable, the type of data and the characteristics that the field can register (length, close
lists of options, range of values, etc.).
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Since layers can be stored (and managed) as independent GeoPackage files, it is
possible to perform both read and write operations externally to the GIS software. It is
also possible to publish and consult the layers from remote services, such as online sources.
These actions can become very significant when sharing information among numerous
stakeholders and professionals that are not familiar with GIS platforms and standards. This
is a typical situation when performing risk assessments.

Some of the most relevant capabilities for a VIM-oriented geodatabase are summarised
in Figure 2 and will be discussed in the subsequent sections. The general components of
this dataflow are the input data block (the sources from which it is possible to obtain the
description of the physical reality), a local PC system in which the GIS environment and
the Python language-based front end are executed, a remote server in which the GIS layers
can be published and updated from the locally-stored database and, finally, a cloud-based
online distribution that allows accessing the database from mobile devices.
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It is worth noticing that the core of the dataflow is the Python-based front end since it
is an interface for adding and reading data, interacting with the database and calculating
the outcomes (vulnerability index, levels of damage, etc.). As explained in the following
sections, the GIS environment is mostly used for extending the capabilities of the database
by interacting with cloud-based storage (for complying with the survey in situ) and the
remote server.

4. Complementary Resources for GIS Data Acquisition and Management

The presented workflow (Figure 2) schematises the role that some complementary
tools can have for complementing the QGIS capabilities as a VIM database, namely for
performing read/write operations outside of QGIS software through a front-end software
and remote services for hosting GIS layers or QGIS files (WFS-T protocol and MerginMaps
services). In the context of the seismic assessment of historical constructions, this workflow
is specifically significant for performing large-scale diagnosis by the means of remote access
and real-time synchronisation.

4.1. Front-End (Seismic Vulnerability Calculator) Software

It is always important to consider that many potential actors involved in the field
data-acquisition stages could not be familiar with GIS environments and data structures.
Therefore, providing a limited but straightforward environment for adding and reading
data can represent a valuable strategy for minimising the risk of negatively affecting the
subjacent GIS database while providing a robust and safe environment for data reading and
writing. In this context, a graphic interface based on Python language can be an appropriate
step for easing the interpretation, management, edition, and calculations related to data
stored in GIS layers by using a dedicated user interface (Figure 3).
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This program (Seismic Vulnerability Calculator) [26] permits reading different formats
of GIS layers (such as GeoPackage and Shapefile standards) thanks to the use of the
Geopandas [27] library. This library is an adaptation of the Pandas data framework that
includes compatibility with geographical features and keeping the integrity of geographical
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data while working on the attribute table of the layer. The capabilities of the Geopandas
library, together with the Graphical User Interface (GUI) package Tkinter [28], permitted the
development of an easy-to-use interface in which all the parameters (and sub-parameters)
are displayed for their read, capture and edition.

This interface offers four display modules. The main module (A) includes a box for
searching any given entry from the building key and all the parameters and sub-parameters
that conform to the vulnerability index method. These sub-parameters comprise the
information needed for automatically obtaining the quantitative parameters. All the
parameters that are calculated this way are shown in red colour, advising the user. For
example, the selection of a type of masonry (“0a. Type of Masonry”) is automatically
associated with the “tau_k” characteristic shear strength preloaded in the script. Each
parameter is also associated with a series of “Quality Check” (QC) indicators, meant to
indicate how certain the surveyor is about the grading process [29]. This module also offers
the vulnerability index and mean damage grades that are obtained given the macroseismic
intensity MMI and the ductility factor Q. Furthermore, every parameter is associated with
a “More” button that displays an explanatory dialogue for the user to contextualise the
magnitudes and characteristics to be surveyed.

The second module (B) has a box for inserting the name of the database to be accessed
after pressing the “Load Data” button. This database must be stored in GeoPackage
format (with a “.gpkg” extension). Since such type of file can store several layers, this
front end was programmed for selecting the layer that is a homonym with the file name.
Nevertheless, this programmer’s decision can be easily modified for introducing the name
of the layer as well. This database (which has been initially set from the QGIS environment,
by using a dedicated Python-based script) contains a series of entries (buildings) and all
the corresponding fields shown in the main module (parameters and sub-parameters of
the VIM).

A limited selection of the database’s fields is displayed in a table that can be scrolled
down. After selecting a register from this table, the controls found in the main module will
be set accordingly to the information contained in the respective entry.

Some other relevant actions found in this module are:

- “Add New” button. It permits the addition of a new entry into the database. It
is important to note that this new entry will not have geometrical or geographical
information but can be later associated with a geometrical entity. It is critical to give
an unused numerical key for any new entry;

- “Update”. This button will overwrite the entry associated with a given key with the
data that has been set in the main module;

- “Reset”. This action cleans the main module, preparing it for performing writing
actions;

- “Auto”. Once all the minimum parameters of the main module have been collected
(i.e., excluding those in red colour), this button will execute all the calculations needed
to obtain the rest of the parameters and, consequently, will calculate the vulnerability
index and mean damage grades;

- “MQI Calc”. This capability calculates intervals for some mechanical properties
of masonry panels by following the masonry quality index [30]. This calculator is
independent of the VIM approach.

The third module (C) gives a short explanation of the results obtained when perform-
ing the VIM approach to have an interpretation of the expected damages by using automat-
ically displayed short descriptive sentences based on the calculated levels of damage.

Finally, the fourth module (D) includes both the parameters and results box for the
MQI approach. The MQI assessment/evaluation was programmed as part of the survey, but
its fulfilment is optional and does not condition the implementation of the VIM approach.
It is considered an additional tool for performing quick assessments. The input data for
this module is based on the MQI evaluation and the results express the index values for the
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Vertical (MQI_V), In-Plane (MQI_I) and Out-of-Plane (MQI_O) assessments as well as the
intervals for the mechanical properties proposed by Borri et al. [30].

This software aims to facilitate the VIM processes for any stakeholder regardless of
familiarity or knowledge of GIS databases, protecting the integrity of geographical data.
This capacity would be especially useful for performing small editions or consults on large
databases. The implementation of a small calculator for performing the Masonry Quality
Index approach [30] exemplifies the ability to design more comprehensive and enriched
tools in an integrated environment that would embrace the assessment of concrete-based
structures as well as other approaches of interest.

4.2. Remote Access and Edition

Even if the database is locally created and stored (in the GIS environment), it becomes
convenient to consider some advantages of remotely distributing it. To do so, for example,
it may be suitable for disseminating the database among a group of trained professionals
for covering different sections of a region while performing field work. This storage makes
the database less sensitive to accidental losses due to local device malfunctions (inherently
giving redundancy to the files) and facilitates data-sharing processes by the means of
peer-to-peer communications (a direct user-to-user interaction) or public publishing.

4.2.1. WFS-T Service

It is important to consider that the use of adequate formats and data standards is
key for successfully performing data sharing among different environments. In this sense,
geographical databases are the object of several interfaces and frameworks that allow
interoperability between different platforms and formats.

The Web Feature Service (WFS) of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) is a stan-
dard interface for allowing requests for geographical features on web services based on the
Geography Markup Language (GML) standard [31]. The WFS standard enables the remote
storage of GIS databases for being imported and even edited in local GIS platforms [32].
Some platforms facilitate publishing layers on local or remote hosts. As an example, the
GeoServer open-source service enables interoperability for many standards [33]. An inherent
advantage of this service is its native implementation in numerous QGIS supplements.
GeoServer enables access GIS layers by the means of web browsers but also to query the in-
stances from GIS files as an online resource. This is another feasible strategy for distributing
a comprehensive database among several actors that can perform individualised analysis
maintaining the integrity of the original database.

WFS was used during the implementation herein presented for executing transactions
(queries and updates) on remotely stored spatial data. The request is created for a local
client (in this case, the QGIS local environment), so the WFS server reads and executes the
request. There are basic operations that any WFS transaction must cover: obtain capabilities
(indicate the feature types and the operations that support them), description of the feature
type (for describing the structure of the feature type) and retrieving and fetching instantly
information and properties upon client’s request.

Additionally, the WFS operations can include the so-called transactional service (WFS-
T), composed of operations that modify the features of the original database. Although
GeoServer natively runs on a local host address, it can be implemented on a virtual machine
to work as a server, which is especially useful when taking advantage of the transactional
WFS, which allowed querying and retrieving features with real-time synchronisation with
the local QGIS environment.

4.2.2. Cloud-Based Distribution for Mobile Devices

Another practical process is distributing GIS files for being consulted and edited on
mobile devices. The app QField, for example, facilitates the edition of the attribute table of
a GIS file by taking advantage of the geo-localisation of the mobile device [34]. This app,
however, depends on the local storage of the file and implies the upload or download of
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the file for sharing it. An alternative service is provided by the Mergin [35] cloud service.
This cloud service has been implemented as a plug-in for QGIS and offers free (but limited)
cloud-based storage. This storage permits the distribution of a complete functional QGIS
file with other users, including the capability of editing the files from portable devices
using the free app Input [36] (Figure 4).
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This app also facilitates the addition of the attribute table and a real-time edition of
the geographic layer, offering a convenient real-time synchronisation of the file throughout
all devices. This last feature is especially meaningful for distributing files when working on
teams and covering large areas. The capability of representing the fields as different types
of input widgets (e.g., textboxes, number selections, multiple options, dial bars, checkboxes,
etc.) facilitates the usability of this program for any user. Furthermore, it becomes possible
to acquire attached fields, such as photographs or videos.

Examples of applications, such as the one described in Ramirez Eudave and Fer-
reira [37], have found that the joint use of QGIS-Mergin-Input is a feasible and robust
framework for supporting field data acquisition campaigns. The databases distributed
by these means, however, can also be shared without edition privileges, which may be
significant for sharing information that is produced or managed in a more centralised way.

5. Outcomes and Potential Use for Mitigating Damage and Losses

The data acquisition process for a determinate urban environment may involve many
of the strategies described in Section 4 for achieving the parametric description of all the
considered constructions. The calculation of the vulnerability index of the buildings can
be easily obtained by using the Seismic Vulnerability Calculator presented in Section 4.1,
including the results in the database as well. The vulnerability index of a set of constructions
is easily representable by using straightforward maps from QGIS, for example. These maps
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represent thresholds for the vulnerability of buildings, intuitively providing a base for
identifying the most sensitive elements of a determined city.

The use of the Seismic Vulnerability Calculator software also facilitates the obtention of
damage grades for the set of constructions, given a certain macroseismic intensity and the
structure’s ductility. This process is intended to be more flexible and direct than operating
the QGIS file, for example. The outcomes permit highlighting those constructions that are
more likely to fail or suffer damage when facing a certain scenario. This semi-quantitative
information is of great value for numerous stakeholders that have a decision tool for
prioritising interventions and immediate actions that can also consider some aspects that
are not contained in the VIM approach but can be mapped on the GIS database: social
vulnerabilities, number of users, economic indicators, cultural values, protection status, etc.

Furthermore, the calculation of damage grades would be the basis for more complex
urban-level analysis. It is possible to build a damage curve for the constructions since the
levels of damage (µD = {0 : 5}) are a function of the vulnerability (V) and the macroseismic
intensity IEMS-98 as expressed in Equations (4) and (5) (Section 2).

For example, Figure 5 shows a series of outcomes from a building in the city of
Atlixco (Puebla, México). The vulnerability value (V) obtained by the means of the Seismic
Vulnerability Calculator is used for feeding Equation (4), which permits the construction of
a damage/macroseismic intensity function curve. This analytical value can be displayed in
specific maps by using the QGIS environment, facilitating the generation of outcomes in
which the level of vulnerability or the level of damage (given a determined macroseismic
intensity) is reflected.

Hence, given a certain seismic intensity, it becomes feasible to anticipate levels of
damage throughout the sample, identifying which constructions are more likely to have
severe damage or even complete failures. The activation of total or partial failures due to
out-of-plane mechanisms would imply a partial obstruction of certain streets or communi-
cations because of the accumulation of debris, which is relevant for emergency planning
actions and evacuation plans.

In addition to collapses, the thresholds of unusability of constructions are relevant
indicators for anticipating the loss of urban critical functions (commerce, housing, health,
education services, etc.), favouring nominal life estimates based on the return periods
associated with certain seismic intensities. Hence, this information is a relevant element for
performing long-term urban planning and for anticipating the most vulnerable systems of
a certain urban settlement. The risk analysis of the city based on the loss or interruption of
some of its functions [38] is also very compatible with the workflow herein presented.

It is important to recall, however, that the elements considered for this workflow
are also intended to offer a flexible and user-friendly environment for updating and/or
correcting data, which implies the possibility of having up-to-date outcomes, including
updates on the city (for example, when a better knowledge of a certain construction is
available) or in the seismic vulnerability approach (for example, when calibrated after a
seismic event).
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6. Conclusions

This paper discusses the suitability of using a parameter-based seismic vulnerability
assessment approach to carry out large-scale vulnerability assessments in the context of
historical cities. Furthermore, the feasibility and convenience of implementing the entire
workflow on geodatabases are discussed, focusing on the open-source GIS software QGIS.
In addition to supporting this implementation, the suitability of using complementary
approaches and tools is herein presented and explored.

Firstly, the possibility of developing and implementing a Python-language-based
software for reading, managing, and editing GIS layers is explored. This would not only
facilitate the management of geodatabases outside of GIS environments but would also
offer a user-friendly interface for collecting core and complementary input data for the
methodology and a semi-automatic calculator for obtaining the vulnerability index and
mean damage grade results.

Secondly, two alternatives for the remote distribution of GIS databases are presented
and discussed. The use of the WFS-T protocol is a valuable resource for publishing GIS
layers that can be locally consulted and edited. On the other hand, using cloud-based tools
opens the possibility of distributing GIS data on several devices with reading and writing
privileges. This capability is highly relevant for performing field campaigns involving
many actors and can have an almost immediate synchronisation, minimising the time
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invested in data treatment. Both approaches represent strategies for implementing a free,
enlargeable and potentially online system for data acquisition, treatment and representation
of the seismic vulnerability of constructions. Some alternatives that are a matter of future
research are browser-based front ends for online database services.

Finally, some relevant uses of the outcomes of the VIM–GIS implementation are dis-
cussed. The generation of vulnerability maps is a valuable tool for representing the overall
vulnerability state of a city or certain regions. Furthermore, the damage curves are the base
for anticipating damage and loss scenarios given a determined seismic intensity, which
might reasonably impact the design of emergency planning and nominal-life-oriented
urban decisions aimed to mitigate the negative impacts of earthquakes.
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